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Abstract: Honeypot s and similar sorts of decoys represent only the most rudime nta ry
uses of decep tion in protection of information syste ms. But because of their relative
popularity and cultural interest, they have gained substa ntial attention in the research and
comm ercial comm u nities. In this paper we will introduc e honeypots and similar sorts of
decoys, discuss their historical use in defense of infor ma tion syste m s, and describe some
of their uses today. We will then go into a bit of the theory behind deceptions, discuss
their limitation s, and put them in the greater context of informa tion protection.

1. Background and History
Honeypot s and other sorts of decoys are syste ms or compo ne n t s intende d to cause malicious
actors to attack the wrong targets. Along the way, they produce potentially useful information for
defende r s.

1.1 Deception fundamentals
According to the American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language (1981):
"deception" is defined as "the act of deceit"
"deceit" is defined as "deception".
Funda m en t ally, decep tion is about exploiting errors in cognitive syste ms for advantage. History
shows that deceptio n is achieved by syste ma tically inducing and suppr e ssing signals entering the
target cognitive syste m. There have been many approache s to the identification of cognitive errors
and meth o d s for their exploitatio n, and some of these will be explored here. For more thoroug h

coverage, see [68]. Honeypots and decoys achieve this by presenting targets that appear to be
useful targets for attackers. To quote Jesus Torres, who worked on honeypots as part of his
gradu ate degree at the Naval Postgra d ua te School:
“For a honeypo t to work, it needs to have some honey”
Honeypot s work by providing something that appears to be desirable to the attacker. The attacker,
in searching for the honey of interest, comes across the honeypot, and starts to taste of its wares.
If they are appealing enough, the attacker spends significant time and effort getting at the honey
provide d. If the attacker has finite resources, the time spent going after the honeypot is time not
spent going after other things the honeypot is intende d to protect. If the attacker uses tools and
techniq u es in attacking the honeyp o t, some aspects of those tools and technique s are revealed to
the defen de r in the attack on the honeypot.
Decoys, like the chaff used to cause information syste ms used in missiles to go after the wrong
objective, induce some signals into the cognitive syste m of their target (the missile) that, if
successf ul, causes the missile to go after the chaff instead of their real objective. While some
readers might be confuse d for a mome nt about the relevance of military operations to normal
civilian use of deceptio n s, this example is particularly useful because it shows how informa tion
syste ms are used to deceive other informa tion syste ms and it is an example in which only the
inductio n of signals is applied. Of course in tactical situations, the real object of the missile attack
may also take other actions to sup p re s s its own signals, and this makes the analogy even better
suited for this use. Honeypo ts and decoys only induce signals, they do not suppr e ss them. While
other decep tion s that sup pre ss signals may be used in concert with honeypots and decoys, the
remain d er of this paper will focus on signal induction as a deceptive technique and shy away
from signal suppr e ssio n and combinations of signal suppre s sion and induction.

1.2 Historical Deceptions
Since long before 800 B.C. when Sun Tzu wrote "The Art of War" [28] deception has been key to
success in warfare. Similarly, information protection as a field of study has been aroun d for at
least 4,000 years [41]. And long before huma ns docume n t e d the use of deceptions, even before
human s existed, decep tion was commo n in natur e. Just as baboons beat their chests, so did early
human s, and of course who has not seen the films of Khrushchev at the United Nations beating
his shoe on the table and stating “We will bury you!”. While this article is about deceptions
involving comp u te r syste ms, understa n ding cognitive issues in deception is funda m e n tal to
under sta n di ng any deceptio n.

1.3 Cognitive Deception Background
Many autho r s have examine d facets of deception from both an experiential and cognitive
persp ective. Chuck Whitlock has built a large part of his career on identifying and demon st r a ting
these sorts of deception s. [12] His book include s detailed descriptions and examples of scores of
comm o n street deceptio n s. Fay Faron points out that most such confidence efforts are carried as
as specific 'plays' and details the anato my of a 'con' [30]. Bob Fellows [13] takes a detailed
appr oac h to how 'magic' and similar technique s exploit huma n fallibility and cognitive limits to
deceive people. Thoma s Gilovich [14] provides in- depth analysis of human reasoning fallibility by
prese nting evidence from psychological studies that demon st r a te a number of human reasoning
mecha nis m s resulting in erroneo u s conclusions. Charles K. West [32] describes the steps in
psychological and social distortion of information and provides detailed suppor t for cognitive
limits leading to deception.
Al Seckel [15] provides about 100 excellent examples of various optical illusions, many of which
work regardless of the knowledge of the observer, and some of which are defeate d after the
observer sees them only once. Donald D. Hoffma n [36] expand s this into a detailed examina tion of
visual intelligence and how the brain processes visual infor ma tion. It is particularly notewor thy
that the visual cortex consu me s a great deal of the total huma n brain space and that it has a great
deal of effect on cognitio n. Deutsch [47] provides a series of demons tr a tions of inter pre ta tion and
misinter p re t a tio n of audio infor ma tio n.

First Karrass [33] then Cialdini [34] have provide d excellent sum ma rie s of negotiation strategies
and the use of influence to gain advantage. Both also explain how to defend against influence
tactics. Cialdini [34] provides a simple structure for influence and asserts that much of the effect
of influence techniqu e s is built - in and occurs below the conscious level for most people.
Robertso n and Powers [31] have worked out a more detailed low - level theoretical model of
cognition based on "Perceptu al Control Theory" (PCT), but extensions to higher levels of cognition
have been highly speculative to date. They define a set of levels of cognition in terms of their
order in the contr ol syste m, but beyond the lowest few levels they have inadequa t e basis for
asserting that these are orders of complexity in the classic control theoretical sense. Their higher
level analysis results have also not been shown to be realistic represe nt a tion s of huma n behaviors.
David Lambert [2] provides an extensive collection of examples of deceptions and deceptive
techniq u es map p e d into a cognitive model intende d for modeling deception in military situations.
These are categorize d into cognitive levels in Lambert's cognitive model. Charles Handy [37]
discusse s organization al structu r es and behaviors and the roles of power and influence within
organization s. The National Research Council (NRC) [38] discusse s models of huma n and
organization al behavior and how autom a tion has been applied in this area. The NRC repor t
includes scores of examples of mod eling technique s and details of simulation impleme nta tions
based on those models and their applicability to current and future needs. Greene [46] describes
the 48 laws of power and, along the way, demon st r a t e s 48 method s that exert compliance forces
in an organizatio n. These can be traced to cognitive influences and mappe d out using models like
Lambert's, Cialdini's, and the one we describe later in this paper.
Closely related to the subject of deception is the work done by the CIA on the MKULTRA project.
[52] A good sum ma ry of some of the pre - 1990 results on psychological aspects of self - deception
is provided in Heuer's CIA book on the psychology of intelligence analysis. [49] Heuer goes one
step further in trying to start assessing ways to counter deception, and conclude s that intelligence
analysts can make improve me n t s in their presenta tion and analysis process. Several other papers
on deceptio n detection have been written and substa ntially summ a rize d in Vrij's book on the
subject.[50]
All of these books and papers are su mm arize d in more detail in “A Framework for Deception” [68]
which provides much of the basis for the historical issues in this paper as well as other related
issues in decep tion not limited to honeypots, decoys, and signal induction deceptions. In addition,
most of the comp u t er deception backgroun d prese nte d next is derived from this paper.

1.4 Computer Deception Background
The most comm o n example of a compu te r security mecha nis m based on deception is the
respo n se to atte mp t e d logins on most moder n compute r syste m s. When a user first atte mpt s to
access a syste m, they are asked for a user identification (UID) and passw or d. Regardless of
whether the cause of a failed access attem p t was the result of a non - existent UID or an invalid
passwo r d for that UID, a failed atte mpt is met with the same message. In text - based access
meth o d s, the UID is typically requeste d first and, even if no such UID exists in the syste m, a
passwo r d is requeste d. Clearly, in such systems, the compute r can identify that no such UID exists
without asking for a passwor d. And yet these syste ms intentionally suppre ss the infor ma tion that
no such UID exist and induce a message designed to indicate that the UID does exist. In earlier
syste ms where this was not done, attacker s exploited the result so as to gain additional
infor ma tio n about which UIDs were on the syste m and this drama tically reduce d their difficulty in
attack. This is a very widely accepte d practice, and when prese nte d as a deception, many people
who otherwise object to deception s in compute r syste m s indicate that this some how doesn’t
count as a decep tion.

1.4.1 Long- used Computer Deceptions
Examples of deception - based infor ma tion syste m defenses that have been in use for a long time
include concealed services, encryption, feeding false informa tion, hard - to- guess passwor d s,
isolated sub - file- syste m areas, low building profile, noise injection, path diversity, perception
manage me n t, rerouting attacks, retaining confide ntiality of security status infor ma tion, sprea d

spectr u m, stegan ogr ap h y, and traps. In addition, it appear s that criminals seek certainty in their
attacks on comp u te r syste ms and increase d uncertainty caused by deceptions may have a
deterre n t effect. [40]

1.4.2 Honeypots
In the early 1990s, the use of honey pots and decoys as a deception in defense of infor ma tion
syste ms came to the forefro nt with a paper about a “Jail” create d in 1991 by AT&T researche r s in
real - time to track an attacker and observe their actions. [39] An appr oac h to using deceptions for
defense by custo mi zing every syste m to defeat autom a te d attacks was publishe d in 1992, [22]
while in 1996, descriptio n s of Internet Lightning Rods were given [21] and an example of the use
of perceptio n manage me n t to counter perception manage m en t in the information infrastr uct ur e
was given [23]. More thoroug h coverage of this history was covered in a 1999 paper on the
subject. [6] Since that time, decep tion has increasingly been explored as a key technology area for
innovation in infor ma tio n protectio n.

1.4.3 Deception ToolKit, D- WALL, Invisible Router, Responder, and Execution
Wrappers
The public release of the Deception ToolKit (DTK) [19] led to a series of follow - on studies,
techn ologies, and increasing ado ptio n of technical deceptions for defense of infor ma tion syste ms.
This includes the creation of a small but growing industry with several com mer cial deception
prod uc ts, HoneyD from the HoneyNet project, the RIDLR project at Naval Post Gradua te School,
NSA- spon so re d studies at RAND, the D- Wall technology, [66] [7], the Invisible Router, Respon de r
[69],and a number of studies and comme rcial developm e n ts now underway. Deception toolkit was
made available on a bootable Linux CD in the late 1990s as part of the White Glove Linux
distribution. HoneyD is also not provided on a bootable CD from the HoneyNet project.
DTK creates sets of fictitiou s services using Perl and a deception - specific finite state - machine
specification language to impleme n t input, state, and output sequence s that emulate legitimate
services to a desired level of depth and fidelity. While any system can be emulate d with this
techn ology at the application layer, in practice the complexity of finite state machines is fairly
limited. On the other han d, by the time the attacker is able to differentiate legitimate from DTK
services, DTK has already alerted respon se processe s and, with automa te d response s, other real
services can be turne d to deceptions to counter further attacks. Low- level deceptions that
emulate operating syste ms at the protocol level are impleme nte d in the White Glove version of
DTK by setting kernel para me ter s using the /pr oc file syste m to emulate time to live (TTL) and
other fields to increase the fidelity of the deception, however these effects are somewha t limited.
DWALL uses multiple addres s translation to allow a small number of comput er s to behave as if
they were a larger number of comp u te r s. In the DWALL approac h to deception, a large addres s
space is covered by a small set of compute r s of different types that are selectively applied to
differen t applicatio n s depe n ding on the addresse s and other control factors. DWALL provides the
means for translating and selectively allowing services to be invoked so that each physical
machine used as a high fidelity deception can be applied to a large number of addres se s and
appear to be a variety of differen t configura tions. The translation is done by the DWALL while the
high fidelity decep tion is done by a compute r of the same type as the compute r being projected to
the attacker.
IR extend e d decep tion at the protoc ol level by creating predefine d sets of response s to packets
that could be controlled by a rule set similar to router rules. The IR enables packets to be routed
through different interfaces so that the same IP addre ss goes to different networks depen ding on
measu r a ble para me te r s in the language of the IR. The IR also first introduce d mirroring, an effect
that is highly successf ul at causing higher skills attacker s to become confuse d and introduc e d
limited protocol - level decep tion s such as dazzle m e nt s and “Window zero” response s to force TCP
session s to remain open indefinitely. This particular mecha nis m had also been imple mente d at
aroun d the same time in special purpose tools. The IR imple me nte d the “Wall” portion of the
DWALL technology in a single box, something described in the DWALL patent but first
implemen te d in the IR.

Respo n d er is a Lisp - based tool that handles raw packets directly and uses a combination of a
router - like syntax and the ability to add lisp stateme nt s at any part of the packet handling
process. It also add s hash tables to various fields to increase perfor m a nc e and provides interfaces
to higher - level controls so that graphic interfaces and external contr ols can be applied. The
advantage to the Respo n d e r techn ology is that arbitrary changes can be made to packets via the
Lisp program mi ng interface, Thus, in addition to emulation of protocol element s associated with
various machine s and operating syste ms, Respon de r can allow arbitrary progra m me d response s,
complex state machines, and interfaces to DTK- like services, all in a single machine that covers
arbitrary addre ss spaces. Since it operates at line speed, it can emulate arbitrary network
conditions. This includes the ability to model complex infrastr uc tur e s. The Respon der technology
also provides playback and packet generation mechanis ms to allow the creation of deceptions
against local passive sniffers and can coordinate these activities with other deceptions so that it
works against proxima te attackers as well as dista nt attacker s.
Execution wrappe r s augme n t the overall deception mechanis m s by creating operating syste m level
deception s that are invoked whenever a progra m is execute d. The first execution wrapper
implemen t atio n was done in White Glove Linux and applied to create pairs of compute r s that
acted in concert to provide highly effective deceptions against insiders with syste ms
administrato r access. In this particular case, because a bootable CD- based operating syste m was
used, identical configuration s could be created on two compute r s, one with content to be
protecte d, and the other with false content. The execution wrappe r was then used to execute
unau th o riz e d progra ms on the secon d compute r. The decision on where to execute a progra m was
based on system state and process lineage, and a series of experime ntal develop me n t s were used
to demo n st r a t e that this techn ology was capable of successf ully deceiving syste m s administr a tor s
who tried to exceed their mand a te and access content they were not authorize d to see. The
techn ology was then applied to a deception in which a Respon de r was used at the network level to
control where attackers were directed based on their behavior and once legitimate users gained
access to protecte d comp u t er s, they were again deceived by execution wrapper s when they
attemp t e d unauth o rize d usage.
These deception s were quite successf ul in the limited experime nts undertaken and the combine d
effects of external and internal deceptions provided a far greater range of options for the
deception designer than had previously been available. The advantage of more options is that
more error mechanis m s can be exploited under better control..

1.4.4 The HoneyNet Project
The HoneyNet project is dedicate d to learning about the tools, tactics, and motives of the
“blackhat” comm u n ity and sharing the lessons learne d. The primary tool used to gather this
infor ma tio n is the Honeynet; a network of produc tion syste ms designe d to be compr o mise d.
Unlike most historic honeyp o t s, the Honeynet project is not directed so much at deception to
defeat the attacker in the tactical sense as at intelligence gathering for strategic advantage.
This project has been joined by a substa n tial number of individual researcher s and has had
substa n tial success at providing infor ma tion on widespre a d attacks, including the detection of
large - scale denial of service worms prior to the use of the 'zombies' for attack. At least one
Masters thesis is was complete d in 2002 based on these results. The Honeynet project has grown
over the years into a global effort involving scores of researcher s and has include d substa ntial
tool develop m e n t in recent years.
Honeyd is the main line tool of this project. It consists of a progra m that creates sets of
person alities associate d with different machione s based on known machine patter ns associate d
with the detectio n mecha nis m s of “nmap”, a network mapping progra m that does active
fingerp rinting. This is a variation on the D- WALL patent. Like Respon de r and IR, it can emulate an
arbitrary number of hosts by resp o n ding to packets and like DTK it can create more in- depth
fictions associated with specific services on ports for each of those machines. It also does a
passable job of emulating network structur e s. Honeyd on Open BDS and Arpd in a CD (HOACD) is
the impleme n t a tio n of a low - interaction honeypot that runs directly from a CD and stores its logs
and configura tio n files on a hard disk. The “honeydsu m. pl” tool turns Honeyd logs into text
outp u t and can be used to correlate logs from multiple honeypots. Tools like mydoo m. pl and

kuang2.pl provide emulation s of syste ms attacked by specific worms so that attackers who use
residual exploits associated with these attacks can be traced.

1.4.5 RIDLR and Software Decoys
The RIDLR is a project launche d from Naval Post Graduate School designed to test out the value
of decep tion for detecting and defen ding against attacks on military informa tion syste ms. RIDLR
has been tested on several occasio ns at the Naval Post Graduate School. Software decoys were
created in anothe r set of projects at Naval Postgradu a te school. In this case, an object - oriente d
architecture was augmen te d to include fictitious objects designed to provide specific response s to
specific atte m p t s to exploit poten tial syste m weaknesse s. [74]

1.4.6 The Rand Studies
In 1999, RAND complete d an initial survey of deceptions in an attem p t to understa n d the issues
underlying decep tio n s for infor ma tio n protection. [18] This effort include d a historical study of
issues, limited tool develop m e n t, and limited testing with reasonably skilled attackers. The
objective was to scratch the surface of possibilities and assess the value of further explorations. It
predo min a n tly explored intelligence related efforts against syste ms and metho d s for concealment
of content and creation of large volumes of false content. It sought to unders ta n d the space of
friendly defensive decep tion s and gain a handle on what was likely to be effective in the future.
The follow - up RAND study [24] extends the previous results with a set of experime nts in the
effectiveness of deception against sample forces. They characterize deception as an element of
"active network defense". Not surprisingly, they conclude that more elaborate deceptions are more
effective, but they also find a high degree of effectiveness for select superficial deceptions against
select superficial intelligence probes. They conclude, among other things, that deception can be
effective in protection, counterin telligence, against cyber - reconnaissa nce, and to help to gather
data about enemy reconnaissa nc e. This is consistent with previous results that were more
speculative. Counter deception issues are also discusse d, including (1) structur al, (2) strategic, (3)
cognitive, (4) decep tive, and (5) overwhelming approaches.

1.4.7 Deception in GOLEM
GOLEM is a syste m of software “agents” (program s) that are designed to perfor m goal directe d
activities with specific behavior s. Because they interact, the researc her s who developed these
syste ms experience d the effect of incorrect answers and ultimately came to understa n d that
deception s could be effective at inducing a wide range of malicious and benevolent behaviors in
their syste m. By exploiting these results they were able to generate helpful respons e s from
otherwise unfrien dly program s, showe d some mathe ma tical results about their simulation
environ me n t, and were able to classify several different sorts of effects. [73]

1.4.8 Older Theoretical Work
One historical and three curren t theoretical efforts have been under taken in this area. All are
curren tly quite limited. Cohen looked at a mathe ma tical structur e of simple defensive network
deception s in 1999 [7] and conclude d that as a counterintelligence tool, network - based
deception s could be of significant value, particularly if the quality of the deceptions could be
made good enoug h. Cohen suggeste d the use of rerouting metho d s combine d with live syste ms of
the sorts being mo deled as yielding the highest fidelity in a deception. He also expresse d the
limits of fidelity associated with syste m content, traffic patter ns, and user behavior, all of which
could be simulate d with increasing accuracy for increasing cost. In this paper, networks of up to
64,000 IP addre sse s were emulate d for high quality deceptions using a technology called D- WALL.
[66]
Glen Sharlun of the Naval Post Graduate School recently finished a Master's thesis on the effect of
deception as a deterre n t and as a detection method in large - scale distribute d denial of service
attacks. Deceptive delays in progra m response were used by Somayaji to differentiate between

human and auto ma te d mecha nis m s. Error mecha nis m s were identified for passive and active
attack meth o d s and these error mecha nis m s were used to derive a theoretical approac h to
syste matically creating deception s that affect the cognitive syste m s of compu te r s, people, and
organization s. [70] This theoretical model describes the metho ds used to lead attackers through
attack graphs with deceptio n s [71].

1.4.9 Contentions over the use of deception
There is some conten tio n in the world commu nity surroun ding the use of these and other
deceptive techniq ue s in defense of informa tion syste m s. The contention seems to be around a few
specific issues; (1) the morality of “lying” by prese nting a false target for attacks; (2) legal
liabilities that might be associate d with deceptions; (3) the potential that legitimate users might be
deceived and thus waste their time and fall under suspicion, and (4) the need for deceptions as
oppose d to other “legitimate” approac he s to defending those syste m s.
Argume n t 4 is specious on its face. Presuma bly the market will settle the relative value of
differen t appr oac h es in terms of their utility. In addition, because deceptions syste ms
have proven effective in many arenas, there seems little doubt as to the potential for
effective use of decep tion. Presuma ble defender s will not have to start telling attackers
that they have guesse d an invalid user identity before they try a passwor d because, as a
deception, this is someh o w not legitimate.
Argume n t 3 is certainly a legitimate concern, but experime ntally this has never been a real
issue. For large classes of deception syste ms, the “distance” between legitimate users and
the deceptio n s is so large that they never substa ntially interact. Significant effort must be
undertake n in creating effective deceptions to deter mine what will have best effect while
minimizing potentials for undesired side effects. In this sense, armatur e approac he s to
deception are likely to be less effective than those under taken by experience d
profession als, but everyone gets experience somew he re. There is a need for an
appr o p ria te place for those who wish to learn to do so in relative safety.
Argume n t 2 depen d s on the specifics of the legal climate and the deceptions in use.
Clearly there are limits to the use of deception within any prese nt legal framework;
however, these limits are relatively easily avoided by prude nt application of due diligence
with regard to legality within each jurisdiction. A good example was a mirroing with
daz zle me n t approac h to defending against worms. Because this crashe d the attacking
comp u t er s, liability was a concern, and after it was shown effective, it was ceased to
prevent law suits.
Argume n t 1, the morality of deception, depends on a social structure that varies greatly
and seems to have more to do with prese nt ation and perception than with specific facts.
In particular, when presen te d as a “honeypot”, deceptions are widely accepte d and often
hailed as brilliant, while the same deceptions presente d under other name s, such as
“deception s”, are viewed negatively. To avoid the negative connotation, different verbiage
seems to be adequ a te.

2. Theoretical Results on Deceptions
Deceptio n theory has been underta ke n in a number of arenas. While most of the real
under sta n di ng of deception s from an impleme nt a tion point of view surroun d the notion that
deception s exploit cognitive errors, most of the theoretical work has been oriented in a more
mathe m a tical domain. As a result of various research efforts, some interesting issues come to
light. There appear to be some features of deception that apply to all of the targets of interest.
While the detailed mech anis m s underlying these features may differ, comm on alities are worthy of
note.

2.1 Core Issues

Some core issues seem to recur in most deceptions. They are outlined here as an introduction as
it originally appears in [68]. These issues should be addresse d in order to assure that deceptions
operate effectively and withou t und ue hazar d.
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Knowledge of the target is one of the key elements in effective
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Legality

There are legal restrictions on some sorts of deceptions and these
must be considere d in any impleme n ta tion.

Modeling Problems

There are many proble ms associate d with forging and using good
models of deception.

Uninten d e d Conseq ue n ce s

You may fool your own forces, create mis- associations, and create
mis- attributions. Collateral deception has often been observed.

Counterd e ce p tio n

Target capabilities for counter de ce p tion may result in deceptions
being detecte d.

2.2 Error Models
Passive and active intelligence mo dels have been created for seeking to understa n d how people
and the syste ms they use to gather information are applied in the infor ma tion technology arena.
These mod els prod uce d two structu r es for cognition and cognitive error s. The model in Figure 1
shows error types in a set of models in which the attacker of the syste m can passively or actively
observe a syste m under attack. In this case, like visual perception is formed from the analysis of
sequence s of light flashes inducing signals that enter the brain, perception of compute r situations
is forme d by analysis of seque nce s of observables that flash into other compute r s, is analyzed by

those comp u te r s, and prod uce s depictions for the user. Errors include making and missing data,
consistencies, inconsiste n cies, sessions, and associations. In the active case, where the attacker is
able to provide infor ma tion and see
how the defende r respon ds to that
infor ma tion,
additional
errors
include making and missing models,
model changes, topologies, topology
changes,
com mu nications,
comm u nications
changes,
states,
and state changes. The target of the
deception in the case of a honeypo t
is an active attacker who can be
presente d with informa tion that
induces errors of these sorts.
For
each
error
type,
specific
mechanis ms have been identified in
comput er s, huma ns, organizations,
and combina tions of these, and
these
mechanis m s
have
been
exploited syste ma tically to drive
attackers through attack graphs
designe d by defend er s. [71] This goes with the basic theory of deceptions in that the way
deception s can be designe d is by (1) identifying error types, (2) identifying and impleme n ting
mecha nis m s that induce those error types, and (3) selectively applying those mechanis ms to cause
desired effects in the target of the deception. The experime nt s described later in this paper were
used to confirm or refute this underlying theory as well as the specific error mecha nis m s and the
specific decep tion mecha nis m s used to induce these sorts of errors. While only a relatively small
number of experime n ts have been perfor me d, the theoretical under pinning appear s to be strong
and the general metho d ology has worked effectively when applied syste ma tically.

Figure 1 – Error Types in Network Attacks

2.3 Models of Deception Effectiveness
A mathe m a tical structu re was attem p te d in 1999 for under sta nding the implications of deception
on attacker and defen de r workload and timing issues. [7] This effort resulted in the
characteriza tio n of certain classes of deceptions as having the following properties identified in
[6]:

•

Deceptio n increase s the attacker's workload

•

Deceptio n allows defend er s to better track attacks and respon d before attackers succeed

•

Deceptio n exhau sts attacker resources

•

Deceptio n increase s the sop histication required for attack

•

Deceptio n increase s attacker uncertainty

Different deceptio n s prod uce different mathe m a tical properties, however, for a class of
deception s involving honeypo t s and other related decoys, deception can be thought of in terms of
their coverage of a space. These notions are based on an implied model of an attacker that was
subseq u e n tly detailed in [71] using the model provided in figure 2.
In this model, an attacker is assu me d to be under taking an overall attack effort involving
intelligence gathering, entries, privilege expansions, and privilege exploitations. The structur e of
this leads to an attack graph in which deceptions create additional alternatives for the attacker.
Specifically, in seeking a target, deception can suppre ss signals thus causing the attacker to fail to
find a real target or, in the case of honeypot s and decoys, induce signals to cause the attacker to
find false targets. In atte mp ting to differentiate deceptions from non - deceptions, successf ul
honeypo t s and decoys consu m e attacker resources, and in some cases cause the errone ous belief
that the false targets are real. The result of deceptions that are this successf ul is that the attacker
goes further throug h the attack tree in the examination of false targets. An additional side effect
seen in experime n ts is that real targets may be misidentified as false targets, thus causing
attacker s to believe that real syste m s are in fact honeypot s. The model shown in Figure 2 is also
recur sive and has other pro per ties of interest to the serious stude nt of computer - related
deception.
Examples of specific mecha nis m s that can be applied to driving attackers through these attack
graph s are easy to come by. For example, the creation of large number s of fictitious services and
addre sse s in an Internet Protocol (IP) network creates a large number of cases of finding false
targets and, because of the increase d cognitive workloa d, for less detail- oriente d attackers, it also
causes attacker s to miss real targets. This is readily achieved by technologies such as DWALL, the
IR, HoneyD, DTK, and Respo n d e r. Similarly, mecha nis m s like execution wrapper s have proven
effective at causing attackers to tran sition from a successf ul position after entry to a deception
when they seek to “Exploit Access”. The effect of this technology is that they recursively go down
the deceptive attack graph, making the transition from the highest level of “Attack Success” to
“Deception Success”.

Figure 2 – The Generic Attack Graph with Deception
Progress in the attack graph over time has also proven to be a valuable metric in assessing the
effectiveness of defenses of all sorts. While it was first applied to deception experime nt s where
there are positive and negative values associate d respectively with increase d travel up the real
attack graph and increase d travel down the deceptive attack graph. Thus in the example above,
the attacker went from +4 to level - 4 under the execution wrappe r, while the network - level
deception s tend to cause attacker s to remain at level 0 and - 1 for extende d periods of time. In
non - decep tion environ me n t, progress can only go in a negative direction under self - deception.
The specific error types exploited in the execution wrapper case are missed and made topology,
state and state change. The errors made in the network deception cases are missed and made
topology, session s, and association s.
In the mathe ma tical characteriz a tio n s of deception workloa d, the effort expende d by the attacker
depen d s on the relative number of paths through the attack graph for deceptions and non deception s. With no deception s, all paths are real and the attacker always gains information as
they explore the space of real syste ms. With deceptions in place, a portion of the exploration
prod uce s false results. As the total space of attacker options grows large, if far more deception s
than actual syste ms are presen te d, the workload of the attacker for detecting real targets and
differen tiating between real and deception system s increases. Depending on the specifics of the
situatio n, very high workloa d s can be attaine d for the attacker. At the same time, the defende r
who is able to observe attacker activity gains rapid knowledge of the prese nce of an attacker and
their characteristics and can direct further deceptions toward the attacker. Specifically, the
characteristics identified with the attacker can be used to present deceptions, even for real
services.
Attackers can, in turn, seek to presen t different characteristics, including characteristics closely
associate d with legitimate users, in order to make it harder for the deception system to detect
them, differen tiate between attackers and legitimate users, and increase defende r workload. But
attacker s also have finite resources. As a result, the relative resources of attacker and defende r,
the nu mber of decep tion s vs. non - deceptions, and the time and complexity of attacker and
defende r efforts play into the overall balance of effort. It turns out that for typical Internet - based
intelligence efforts using comm o n tools for network mapping and vulnerability detection,
defende r s using deceptio n s have an enor mo u s mathe ma tical advantage. With the addition of rapid
detection and respo n se, which the defender gains with deception, the likelihood of attacker
success and cost of defense can both be greatly reduce d from deceptionles s situations.

2.4 Honeypots
While simplistic deceptio n s used in DTK and the HoneyNet project involve very low fidelity
deception s, typical honey po ts involve a small numbe r of high quality deceptions. These syste m s
are typically oriented toward specific target audiences.
• In broad - scale detection, deceptions gain effect by large scale deployme nt at
rand o mly selected locations in a large space. For example, to rapidly detect
widesp re a d comp u te r worms that enter certain classes of syste ms through rando m or
pseu d o - rand o m sweep s of the Internet protocol (IP) address space, a number of
syste ms are deployed at rando m locations and they await the appeara nce of
malicious activity. If multiple syste m s detect similar activities, it is very likely to be a
widesp re a d attack. The more syste ms are placed, the sooner the attack will likely be
detecte d, but the timeliness is not linear with the number of syste m s. Rather, the
probability goes up with the number of deceptions placed in proportion to the size of
the total space, while the time to detect is a function of the probability of
encou n tering one or more of the deceptions syste ms as a function of the way the
worm spread s. This is the hope of the honeynet project and proposals made to
DARPA and other agencies for large - scale deception - based detection arrays for rapid
detection of large - scale wor ms.
• For more targete d decep tions aimed at specific audiences, a different approach is
undertake n. For example, the RIDLR project at NPS placed select syste ms on the
Internet with specific characteristics in order to cause those syste ms to be noticed by

specific audiences. These deceptions are more dema n ding in terms of deception
syste m fidelity because they typically have to fool huma n attackers for enough time
to gain the advantage desired by the placeme n t of the deception. In one experime nt, a
syste m was placed with infor ma tion on a specific subject known to be of interest to
an opp ositio n intelligence agency. The syste m was populate d with specific
infor ma tio n and had a regular user population consisting of stude nts who were
working on decep tio n - related research. These users had create d fictitious identities
with specific characteristics of interest and were regularly interacting with each other
based on those identities. The deception syste m includes a specially placed typical
but not too obvious vulnerability specifically designe d to allow an attacker to enter if
they targete d the syste m. It was identified into Internet search engines by one of its
fictitiou s users and was thus probe d by those engines and found in searches by
people intereste d in the specific topics. The execution wrapper s system s describe d
above are examples of mechanis ms that have been successf ully used in high fidelity
deception s oriente d towar d specific targets.

2.5 Decoys
Decoys are typically thought of as larger - scale, lower fidelity systems intende d to change the
statistical success rate of tactical attacks. For example, Deception ToolKit, DWALL, the Invisible
Router, HoneyD, and Respon d er are designe d to produce large number s of deceptive services of
differen t characteristics that domina te a search space. The basic idea is to fill the search space of
the attacker’s intelligence effort with decoys so that detection and differentiation of real targets
becomes difficult or expen sive. In this approac h, the attacker seeking to find a target does a
typical sweep of an address space looking for some set of services of interest. DWALL and
Respo n d er are also useful for high fidelity deceptions, but these deceptions require far more
effort.
Tools like “Nmap” map network s and provide lists of available services, while more sophisticate d
vulnerability testing tools identify operating system and server types and versions and associate
them with specific vulnerabilities. Penetration testing tools go a step further and provide live
exploits that allow the user to semi - automa tically exploit identified vulnerabilities and do multi step attack seque nce s with auto m a te d assistance. These tools have specific algorithmic metho ds
of identifying known systems types and vulnerabilities, and the characteristics of the tools are
readily identified by targets of their attacks if properly designe d for that purpose. The defende r
can then simulate a variety of operating system s and services using these tools so that the user of
the attack tools makes cognitive errors indirectly induce d by the exploitation of cognitive errors in
their tools. The deceived attacker than proceeds down defender - desired attack graphs while the
defende r traces the attacks to their source, calls in law enforce me nt or other response
organization s, or feeds false infor ma tion to the attacker to gain some strategic advantage. In at
least one case, defen de r s include d Trojan horse compone nt s in software placed in a honeypot
with the intent of having that software stolen and used by the attacker s. The Trojan horse
contained mechanis ms that induce d covert channels in com mu nication designed to give the so called defend er s an attack capability against the (so- called) attackers’ systems.
Of course not all decoys are so high quality. Simple decoys like Deception ToolKit are simple to
detect and defeat. Yet after more than seven years of use, they are still effective at detecting and
defeating low quality attackers that domina te the attack space. Such tools are completely
auto m a tic and inexpen sive to operate, don’t interfere with nor mal use, and provide clear detailed
indication s of the prese nce of attack s in a timely fashion. While they are ineffective against high
skills attacker s, they do free up time and effort that would otherwise be spent on less skilled
attacker s. This is similar to the effectivene ss of decoys in military syste ms. Just as typical chaff
defeats many auto ma te d heat or radar seeking attack missiles, simple inform ational deceptions
defeat auto m a te d attack tools. And just as good pilots are able to see past deceptions like chaff,
so skilled infor ma tio n attackers are able to defeat see past deceptions like Deception ToolKit. And
just as chaff is still used in defeating missiles despite its limitations, so should simple deception s
be used to defeat auto ma te d attack tools despite their limitations. As long as the chaff costs less
than the risks it mitigates, it is a good defense, and as long as simple deceptions reduce risk by
more than the cost to deploy and operate them, they are good defense s as well.

Higher quality decoys are also worthw hile, but as the quality of the decoy goes up, so does its
cost. While some of the more complex decoy systems like DWALL provide more in- depth
auto m a tion for larger scale decep tion s, the cost of these syste ms is far greater than Deception
ToolKit as well. For example, a single DWALL impleme nt a tion can cost a hundre d thousa n d s
dollars of initial cost plus substa n tial operating costs to cover a few tens of thousa nd s of IP
addre sse s. Lower fidelity syste m s like IR or Respon der cost under $10,000 and cover the same
sized addres s space. While Respo n d e r and IR can be used to impleme nt the DWALL function s,
they also require additional hardware and progra m mi ng to achieve the same level of fidelity. At
some point the benefits of higher fidelity decoys are outweighed by their costs.

2.6 A Model for Deception of Computers
In looking at decep tion s against comp u te r s it is funda m e n tal to under sta nd that the compu te r is
an auto ma to n. Anthr o p o m o r p h izi ng a compute r into an intelligent being is a mistake in this
context - a self - deceptio n. Funda m e nt ally, deceptions must cause syste ms to do things
differen tly based on their lack of ability to differentiate a deception from a non - deception.
Comp u te r s canno t really yet be called “aware” in the sense of people. Therefore, when we use a
deception against a comp u te r we are really using a deception against the skills of the huma n(s)
that design, progra m, and use the compu te r.
In many ways comp u te r s could be better at detecting deceptions than people because of their
tremen d o u s logical analysis capability and the fact that the logical processes used by compu te r s
are normally quite differen t than the processes used by people. This provides some level of
redun d a n cy and, in general, redun d a n cy is a way to defeat corruption. Fortuna tely for those of us
looking to do defensive deception against autom a te d syste ms, most of the designers of moder n
attack techn ology have a tendency to minimize their progra m mi ng effort and thus tend not to
include a lot of redu n d a n cy in their analysis.
People use shortc u ts in their progra ms just as they use shortc uts in their thinking. Their goal is to
get to an answer quickly and in many cases without adequa te information to make definitive
selection s. Comp u ter power and memory are limited just like huma n brain power and memory are
limited. In order to make efficient use of resource s, people write progra m s that jump to
prema t u r e conclusio n s and fail to completely verify content. In addition, people who observe
comp u t er outp u t have a tendency to believe it. Therefore, if we can deceive the autom a tion used
by people to make decisions, we may often be able to deceive the users and avoid in- depth
analysis.
A good example of this pheno me n o n is the use of packet sniffers and analyzer s by attacker s. The
analysis tools in widesprea d use have faults that are not obvious to their users in that they project
depictions of session s even when the suppose d sessions are not precisely accurate in the sense of
correctly following the protocol specifications. Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) packets, for
example, provide ordering and other similar checks, however, deceptions have been successf ully
used to cause these syste ms to project incorrect character seque nce s to their users, providing
inaccura te user identificatio n and authe ntication informa tion for unencrypte d terminal sessions.
The net effect is that the attacker gets the wrong user identification and passwor d, atte mpt s to
log into the syste m under attack, and is given access to a deception syste m. The combination of
“Make Data” and “Miss Inconsiste ncy” errors by the progra m and the user cause the deception to
be effrective.
Our mo del for comp u te r decep tio n starts with a model presente d in "Structure of Intrusion and
Intru sio n Detection". [3] In this mo del, a compute r syste m and its vulnerabilities are described in
ter ms of intru sio n s at the hardware, device driver, protocol, operating syste m, library and suppo r t
function, application, recursive language, and meaning vs. content levels. The levels are all able to
interact, but they usually interact hierarchically with each level interacting with the ones just
above and below it. This model is depicte d in the graphic in Figure 3:

Figure 3 – A Model of Computer Cognitive Failure Mechanism s Leading to Deceptions
This mod el is based on the notion that at every level of the comput er 's cognitive hierarchy, signals
can either be induced or inhibited. The normal process is shown in black, while inhibitions are
shown as grayed out signals, and induced signals are shown in red. All of these affect memory
states and processo r activities at other, typically adjacent, levels of the cognitive syste m.
Deceptio n detection and respo n s e capabilities are key issues in the ability to defend against
deception s so there is a concentr a tio n on the limits of detection in the following discussions.

2.6.1 Hardware Level Deceptions
While some honeypo ts and decoys use hardware level deceptions for local area networks, from
remote sites, these decep tion s are proble ma tic because the hardware level infor ma tion associate d
with syste m s is not generally available to remote locations.

2.6.2 Driver Level Deceptions
Driver level deceptio n s are used by some decoys. For example, both the Invisible Router and
Respo n d er are able to create protocol disruption s to remote drivers by forcing them to stay
engaged in sessio n s. For large - scale worms and remote network scanner s, drivers on attacking
syste ms that strictly follow proto cols sometime s are unable to break free of their remote sessions
and after attem p ting more than a small finite number of connections, become perma ne n tly stuck
and unable to scan further. Typically the progra ms operating these drivers then fail to make
progress and the syste m or application crashes.

2.6.3 Protocol Level Deceptions

Defensive protocol level decep tion s have proven relatively easy to develop and hard to defeat.
Deceptio n ToolKit [6] and D- WALL [7] both use protoc ol level deceptions to great effect and these
are relatively simplistic mecha nis m s compa re d to what could be devised with substa ntial time and
effort. NoneyD uses a similar mechanis m. This appear s to be a ripe area for further work. Most
intelligence gathering today starts at the protocol level, overrun situations almost universally
result in com mu nica tio n with other syste ms at the protoc ol level, and insiders generally access
other syste m s in the environ me n t through the protocol level. Most remote driver deceptions are
actually protocol level deception s that occur because protocols are embed de d in drivers. They
also operate at the protoc ol level against systems that do not have such driver proble ms. One of
the best examples is the use of mirroring (switching source and destination IP addre ss and port
number s and emitting the input packet on the same interface it arrived on). Mirroring in buffer
overrun attacks reflects the original attack against its source. This causes huma n attacker s to
attack them selves, sometime s to great effect. If rando miz a tion is added toward the end of the
packets, auto ma t e d input buffer overrun attacks tend to crash the remote machine s launching the
attacks. These defense s have the potential to induce significant liability on the defender who
chooses to use them.

2.6.4 Operating System Level Deceptions
To use defensive decep tion at the target's operating syste m level requires offensive actions on the
part of the deceiver and yields only indirect control over the target's cognitive capability. This has
to then be exploited in order to affect deceptions at other levels and this exploitation may be very
complex depen ding on the specific objective of the deception. This is not something done by
honeypo t s or decoys on the market today, however, some honeypots have include d software based Trojan horses designed to attack the attacker by exploiting operating syste m and
applicatio n weaknesse s. The liability issues are such that this would only be suitable for
govern me n t s.

2.6.5 Library and Support Function Level Intrusions
Using library function s for defensive deceptions offers great opportu nity but, like operating
syste ms, there are limits to the effectiveness of libraries because they are at a level below that
used by higher level cognitive functions and thus there is great complexity in producing just the
right effects withou t providing obvious evidence that something is not right. Library weaknes se s
have been exploited in the same manne r as protocol weaknesse s to cause attacker s to become
temp o ra rily disabled when their intelligence software become s unable to handle the respons e s.

2.6.6 Application Level Deceptions
Application s provide many new oppor t unities for deceptions. The appare nt user interface
languages offer syntax and seman tics that may be exploited while the actual user interface
languages may differ from the appare nt languages because of progra m ming errors, back doors,
and unanticipa te d interactio n s. Internal semantics may be in error, may fail to take all possible
situatio n s into accoun t, or there may be interactions with other progra m s in the environ me nt or
with state infor ma tio n held by the operating environ me nt. They always trust the data they receive
so that false conten t is easily generated and efficient. These include most intelligence tools,
exploits, and other tools and techniq ue s used by severe threats. Known attack detection tools and
anomaly detection have been applied at the application level with limited success. Network
detection mecha nis m s also tend to operate at the application level for select known application
vulnerabilities. A good example is the prese nt ation of false informa tion in respon se to
applicatio n - generate d network probes. The respons es generate false infor ma tion which reaches
the user appearing to be accurate and in keeping with the nor mal operation of the tool. This is the
class of decep tion s exploited in most of the experime nt s in leading attackers through attack
graph s.
Application level defen sive decep tio ns are very likely to be a major area of interest because
applicatio n s tend to be driven more by time to market than by surety and because application s
tend to directly influence the decision processe s made by attackers. For example, a defensive
deception would typically cause a network scanner to make wrong decisions and report wrong

results to the intelligence operative using it. Similarly, an application level deception might be
used to cause a syste m that is overrun to act on the wrong data. For syste ms administr a tor s the
problem is somew ha t more complex and it is less likely that application - level deceptions will
work against them.

2.6.7 Recursive Languages in the Operating Environment
Recursive languages are used in many applications including many intelligence and syste ms
administratio n applicatio n s. In cases where this can be defined or underst oo d or cases where the
recur sive language itself acts as the application, deceptions against these recursive languages
should work in much the same man ne r as deceptions against the applications themselves. This is
suitable only to govern me n t - level operations because of the potential liabilities associated with
its use.

2.7 Commentary
Unlike people, comp u t er s don't typically have egos, but they do have built- in expectations and in
some cases auto m a tically seek to attain 'goals'. If those expectations and goals can be met or
encourage d while carrying out the deception, the comput er s will fall prey just as people do.
In order to be very successful at defeating compute r s through deception, there are three basic
appr oac h es. One approac h is to create as high a fidelity deception as you can and hope that the
comp u t er will be fooled. Another is to under sta n d what data the comput er is collecting and how it
analyzes the data provided to it. The third is to alter the function of the compute r to comply with
your needs. The high fidelity approac h can be quite expensive but should not be abandone d out of
hand. At the same time, the approac h of under st a n ding enemy tools can never be done
definitively without a tremen d o u s intelligence capability. The modification of cognition approac h
requires an offensive capability that is not always available and is quite often illegal, but all three
avenue s appear to be worth pursuing.
High Fidelity: High fidelity deceptio n of compu te r s with regard to their assess me n t, analysis, and
use against other comp u te r s tends to be fairly easy to accom plish today using tools like the
deception wall (D- WALL) [7], the invisible router (IR), and Respon de r in conjunction with tools like
executio n wrap pe r s. While this is effective in the generic sense, for specific syste m s, addition al
effort must be made to create the internal syste m conditions indicative of the desired deception
environ me n t. This can be quite costly. These deceptions tend to operate at a protocol level and
are augmen te d by other techn ologies to affect other levels of deception.
Defeating Specific Tools: Many specific tools are defeate d by specific deception techniques. For
example, nmap and similar scan s of a network seeking out services to exploit are easily defeate d
by tools like the Deceptio n ToolKit [6] and HoneyD. More specific attack tools such as Back
Orafice (BO) can be directly counter ed by specific emulator s such as "NoBO" - a PC- based tool
that emulates a syste m that has already been subverte d with BO. Some deception syste ms work
against substa n tial classes of attack tools. HoneyD and the HoneyNet project atte mpt s to create
specific decep tion s for widely sprea d wor ms.
Modifying Function: Modifying the function of compute r s is relatively easy to do and is
comm o nly used in attacks. The question of legality aside, the technical aspects of modifying
function for defense falls into the area of counter att ack and is thus not a purely defensive
operatio n. The basic plan is to gain access, expand privileges, induce desired changes for ultimate
compliance, leave those changes in place, periodically verify proper operation, and exploit as
desired. In some cases privileges gained in one syste m are used to attack other system s as well.
Modified functio n is particularly useful for getting feedback on target cognition.
The intelligence require m e n t s of defeating specific tools may be substan tial, but the extremely low
cost of such defense s makes them appealing. Against off- the - Internet attack tools, these
defenses are commo nly effective and, at a minimu m, increase the cost of attack far more than
they affect the cost of defen se. Unfortuna tely, for more severe threats, such as insiders, overrun
situatio n s, and intelligence organiza tion s, these defense s are often inadequa te. They are almost
certain to be detecte d and avoided by an attacker with skills and access of this sort. Nevertheless,

from a stan d p oi n t of defeating the autom a tion used by these types of attacker s, relatively lowlevel decep tion s have proven effective. In the case of modifying target syste ms, the problem s
become more severe in the case of more severe threats. Insiders are using your syste m s, so
modifying them to allow for deceptio n allows for self - deception and enemy deception of you. For
overrun condition s you rarely have access to the target syste m, so unless you can do very rapid
and auto ma te d modification, this tactic will likely fail. For intelligence operations this requires
that you defeat an intelligence organization one of whose tasks is to deceive you. The implications
are unpleasan t and inadeq u a te stu dy has been made in this area to make definitive decisions.
There is a general meth o d of decep tion against compu te r syste m s being used to launch fully
auto m a te d attacks against other compute r syste m s. The general metho d is to analyze the
attacking syste m (the target) in terms of its use of response s from the defender and create
sequence s of respo n se s that emulate the desired response s to the target. Because all such
mecha nis m s publishe d or widely used today are quite finite and relatively simplistic, with
substa n tial knowledge of the attack mecha nis m, it is relatively easy to create a low - quality
deception that will be effective. It is noteworthy, for example, that the Deception ToolKit [6], which
was made publicly available in source form in 1998, is still almost completely effective against
auto m a te d intelligence tools atte mp ting to detect vulnerabilities. It seems that the widely used
attack tools are not yet being designed to detect and counter deception.
That is not to say that red teams and intelligence agencies are not beginning to start to look at
this issue. For example, in private conversa tions with defender s against select elite red teams the
question often comes up of how to defeat the attackers when they undergo a substa n tial
intelligence effort directed at defeating their attem pt s at deceptive defense. The answer is to
increase the fidelity of the decep tion. This has associated costs, but as the attack tools designed
to counter deceptio n improve, so will the require me nt for higher fidelity in deceptions.

2.8 Effects of Deceptions on Human Attackers
Attackers facing decep tion defenses do not go unscathe d. In early experime nts with deception
defenses several results indicate d that attackers were negatively impacte d. Impacts include d
reductio n in group cohesion, reduce d desire to participate in attack activities, reduce enjoymen t
of activities, increase d backtracking even when not under deception, and reduction in
perfor ma n c e levels. [71] There was even evidence that one high quality attack team became unable
to perfor m attacks after having been exposed to deception defenses. Even a year later they had
problems carrying out effective attacks because they were consta ntly concerne d that they might
be under decep tion. In the section of this article on experime nts, more details will be provided on
these results. What appear s to be clear at this time is that the cognitive mechanis m s used for
tactical deceptio n are not the only mecha nis m s at play. Long term effects of deception on a
strategic level are not yet as well unders to o d.

2.9 Models of Deception of More Complex Systems
Larger cognitive syste ms can me modeled as being built up from smaller cognitive subsyste m s
through some comp o sition mecha nis m. Using these combine d models we may analyze and create
larger scale deceptio n s. To date there is no really good theory of composition for these sorts of
syste ms and atte m p t s to build theories of composition for security proper ties of even relatively
simple comp u te r networks have proven rather difficult. We can also take a top - down approac h,
but witho ut the ability to link top - level objectives to botto m - level capabilities and without
metrics for comp aring altern atives, the problem space grows rapidly and results cannot be
meaningfully compa re d. Unfortu n a tely, honeypots and decoys are not oriente d toward group
deception s, so the work in this area does not apply to these syste m s.

2.9.1 Criminal Honeypots and Decoys
Criminals have moved to the Internet environme n t in large numbe r s and use deception as a
fund a m e n tal part of their efforts to commit crimes and conceal their identities from law
enforce me n t. While the specific examples are too numer ous to list, there are some commo n

threa d s, amo ng them that the same criminal activities that have historically worked person to
person are being carried out over the Internet with great success.
Identity theft is one of the more commo n deceptions based on attacking compute r s. In this case,
comp u t er s are mined for data regarding an individual and that individual's identity is taken over
by the criminal who then commits crimes under the assu me d name. The innocent victim of the
identity theft is often blamed for the crimes until they prove themselves innocent. Honeypot s are
comm o nly used in these and similar deceptions.
Typically a criminal will create a honeypot to collect data on individuals and use a range of
deceptive techniq ue s to steer potential victims to the deception. Child exploitation is commo nly
carried out by creating frien ds under the fiction of being the same age and sex as the victim.
Typically a 40 year old pedo p h ile will engage a child and entice them into a meeting outside the
home. In some cases there have been resulting kidnap pings, rapes, and even mur de r s. Some of
these individuals create child or exploit friendly sites to lure children in.
Larger scale decep tion s have also been carried out over the Internet. For example, one of the
comm o n metho d s is to engage a set of 'shills' who make different points toward the same goal in
a given forum. These shills are a form of decoys. While the forum is generally promote d as being
even hande d and fair, the reality is that anyone who says something negative about a particular
prod uc t or competito r will get lambaste d. This has the social effect of causing distrust of the
dissen ter and furthering the goals of the product maker. The deception is that the seemingly
indepen d e n t member s are really part of the same team, or in some cases, the same person. In
anothe r example, a stu de n t at a California university invested in derivatives of a stock and then
made false posting s to a financial forum that drove down the price. The net effect was a multimillion dollar profit for the studen t and the near collapse of the stock. This is another example of
a decoy.
The largest scale comp u te r decep tion s tend to be the result of compu te r viruses. Like the mass
hysteria of a financial bubble, comp u te r viruses can cause entire networks of compu te r s to act as
a rampaging grou p. It turns out that the most successf ul viruses today use huma n behavioral
characteristics to induce the operato r to foolishly run the virus which, on its own, could not
repro d u ce. They typically send an email with an infected progra m as an attach me nt. If the
infected program is run it then sends itself in email to other users this user commu nica te s with,
and so forth. The decep tio n is the metho d that convinces the user to run the infected progra m. To
do this, the progra m might be given an enticing name, or the message may seem like it was really
from a friend asking the user to look at something, or perhap s the progra m is simply masked so
as to simulate a normal docu me n t.

3. Experiments and the Need for an Experimental Basis
One of the more difficult things to accomplish in the deception arena is meaningful experime nt s.
While a few autho r s have publishe d experime ntal results in infor ma tion protection, far fewer have
attemp t e d to use meaningful social science methodologies in these experime nts or to provide
enough testing to understa n d real situations. This may be because of the difficulty and high cost
of each such experime n t and the lack of funding and motivation for such efforts. This is a critical
need for future work.
If one thing is clear it is the fact that too few experime nt s have been done to understa n d how
deception works in defense of comput er syste m s and, more generally, too few contr olled
experime n t s have been done to under sta n d the compute r attack and defense processes and to
characterize them. Without a better empirical basis, it will be hard to make scientific conclusions
about such efforts. While anecd o tal data can be used to produce many interesting statistics, the
scientific utility of those statistics is very limited because they tend to reflect only those examples
that people thoug ht worthy of calling out.
Repeatability is also an issue in experime nt s. While the experime nts carried out at Sandia were
readily repeate d, initial conditio n s in social experiment s are non - trivial to attain. But even more
importa ntly, nobody has apparen tly sought to do repetitions of experime nt s under similar
conditions or with similar metrics. For example, some experime nt to deter mine the effectiveness

of addre ss rotation were carried out but, despite the fact that addre ss rotation experime nt s were
carried out in the studies described here, the same method ologies were not use in the subseque nt
experime n t s, so no direct compa riso n could be under taken. In many cases, the expectations of
spo nso rs are that defen se s will be perfect or they are not worth using. But deception defense s are
essen tially never perfect nor can they ever be. They change the characteristics of the search space,
but they do not make successful attack impos sible. Another major problem is that many
experime n t s tend to measu re ill defined things, presu ma bly with the intent of proving a technique
to be effective. But experime n ts that are scientific in nature must seek to refute or confirm
specific hypo th es es, and they must be measure d using some metric that can be fairly measure d
and indepen d e n tly reviewed.

3.1 Experiments to Date
From the time of the first published results on honeypots, the total number of publishe d
experime n t s perfor me d in this area appears to be very limited. While there have been hundr e ds of
publishe d experime n ts by scores of author s in the area of human deception, refereed articles on
comp u t er deception experime n t s can be counte d on one hand.

3.1.1 Experiments on Test Subjects at Sandia National Laboratories

Originally, a few examples of real world effects of deception were provide d, [6] but no scientific
stu dies of the effects of deceptio n on test subjects were perfor me d. While there was a
mathe m a tical analysis of the statistics of deception in a networke d environ me nt, there was no
empirical data to confir m or refute these results. [7] Subseque nt experime nts [71][72] produce d a
series of results that have not been indepe nde ntly verified but appear to be accurate based on the
available data. In these experime n t s, forensically sound images of syste m s and configurations
were used to create repeata ble configurations that were prese nte d to groups of attacker s.

T

hese attack groups were given
specific goals for their efforts and
were measur e d by a numbe r of
metrics using a combination of
observations
by
experime n t
monitors, videota ping of sessions
which were analyzed, and forms that
were filled out as individuals and
then as a group at the end of each
4- hour session.

Attack progress was measure d over
time relative to an attack graph with
progress toward the deception (in
green)
indicated
as
negative
progress and progress toward the
real objective (in red) indicated as positive progress. These were all open ended experimen t s
designe d so that the attack grou p would never be able to complete the task but so that progress
could be measur e d. An example result shows attacker s not under deception in blue and attackers
under decep tion in red.

In the example provide d here, the deception was
extre mely effective, but it was not as effective in all
examples. Nevertheless, deceptio n was show n to be
very effective in all of the experime n t s with attackers
generally taking longer to make progress and making
less progress over time under deception than
attacker s not under decep tion. But results were far
more interesting than this when repetition of a single
experime n t was underta ke n with the same groups
for week after week.
In this sequence of experime n t s, the same attack
grou p s were run through the same situation for
three weeks in a row. After the first week, one of the groups undergoing deception decide d they
did not wish to contin ue their work in this area. The experime nte r s allowed them to resign,
thinking that this was to be expected after 4 straight weeks of four hour sessions. But the next
week, the same thing hap pe n e d again with a second attack group undergoing deception. By the
end of the third week of this sequence, out of 25
original attackers, 10 in two groups under no
deception and 15 in three groups under
deception, only 11 remaine d. Of the 11
remaining
attackers,
only 2 were
under
deception. Subseque nt analysis of forms filled
out by the groups and behavioral analysis of the
motions and actions of individuals indicated that
a number of psychological factors were present.
In particular, groups under deception starte d out
enjoying the work equally with other groups but
ended up enjoying the work less, maintaine d less
group cohesion, reduced trust in leadership, and
generally ende d up going slower and slower over
time, despite the learning that was successf ul at
improving progress over time for groups not
under deception. This seems to be consistent with results on learning in children where
inconsiste n t feedback reduces perfor m a nc e.

3.1.2 The HoneyNet Project
The HoneyNet Project [43] is a substa ntial effort aimed at placing deception system s in the open
environ me n t for detectio n and tracking of attack technique s. As such, they have been largely
effective at luring attacker s. These lures are real syste m s placed on the Internet with the purpose
of being attacked so that attack method s can be tracked and assesse d. As deceptions, the only
thing deceptive about them is that they are being watche d more closely than would otherwise be
appar en t and known faults are intentionally not being fixed to allow attacks to proceed. These are
highly effective at allowing attacker s to enter because they are extremely high fidelity, but only for
the purpo se they are inten d e d to provide. They do not, for example, include any user behaviors or
conten t of interest. They are quite effective at creating sites that can be exploited for attack of
other sites. For all of the potential benefit, however, the HoneyNet project has not perfor me d any
controlled experime n ts to understa n d the issues of deception effectiveness. In addition, over
time the attacker s appear to have learne d about honeypots and now many of them steer clear of
these syste m s by using indicato rs of honeypot compute r s as differentiator s for their attacks. For
example, they look for user presence in the compute r s and processes reminiscent of normal user
behavior. These deceptio n s have not apparently been adapte d quickly enough to ward off these
attacker s by simulating a user pop ulation.

3.1.3 Red Teaming Experiments
Red teaming (i.e., finding vulnerabilities at the request of defender s) [64] has been perfor me d by
many group s for quite some time. The advantage of red teaming is that it provides a relatively
realistic example of an attem p te d attack. The disadvantage is that it tends to be somew ha t

artificial and reflective of only a single run at the problem. Real systems get attacke d over time by
a wide range of attacker s with different skill sets and approac he s. While many red teaming
exercises have been perfor me d, these tend not to provide the scientific data desired in the area of
defensive deception s because they have not historically been oriente d toward this sort of defense.
Several red teaming experime n ts against simplistic defense s were perfor me d under a DARPA
research grant in 2000 and these showed that sophisticate d red teams were able to rapidly detect
and defeat simplistic decep tion s. These experiment s were perfor me d in a proximity - only case and
used static decep tio n s of the same sort as provide d by Deception ToolKit. As a result this was a
best case scenario for the attackers. Unfortuna tely the experime ntal technique and data from
these experime n ts was poor and inadequa te funding and attention was paid to detail. Defender s
appar en tly failed to even provide false traffic for these conditions, a necessity in creating effective
deception s against proximate attacker s, and a technique that was used in the Sandia experimen t s
when proximate or envelope d attackers were in use. Only distant attacker models can possibly be
effective under these condition s. Nevertheless, these results should be viewed as a cautionary
note to the use of low quality decep tions against high quality attackers and should lead to further
research into the range of effectivenes s of different metho ds for different situations.

3.1.4 Rand Experiments
War games played out by armed services tend to ignore issues of informa tion syste m attacks
because the exercises are quite expensive and by successf ully attacking infor ma tion syste ms that
comprise com ma n d and control capabilities, many of the other purpose s of these war games are
defeate d. While many recognize that the need to realistically portray effects is importa n t, we
could say the same thing about nuclear weapons, but that doesn't justify dropping them on our
forces for the practice value.
The most definitive experime n t s to date that we were able to find on the effectiveness of lowquality comp u te r deceptio n s against high quality comput er assiste d huma n attacker s were
perfor me d by RAND. [24] Their experime nt s with fairly generic deceptions operated against high
quality intelligence agency attacker s demons tr a te d substa ntial effectivenes s for short periods of
time. This implies that under certain conditions (i.e., short time frames, high tension, no
predisp o sitio n to consider deceptio n s, etc.) these deceptions may be effective.

3.2 Experiments We Believe Are Needed At This Time
The total number of controlled experime ntal runs to date involving deception in compute r
networks appear to be less than 50, and the number involving the use of deceptions for defense
are limited to the 10 or so from the RAND study and 35 from the Sandia studies. Further mo r e, the
RAND studies did not use control groups or other method s to differentiate the effectiveness of
deception s. Clearly there is not enough experimental data enough to gain much in the way of
knowledge and, just as clearly, many more experime nts are require d in order to gain a sound
under sta n di ng of the issues underlying deception for defense.
The clear solution to this dilemm a is the creation of a set of experiment s in which we use social
science meth o d ologies to create, run, and evaluate a substantial set of para me te r s that provide us
with better understa n d in g and specific metrics and accuracy results in this area. In order for this
to be effective, we must not only create defenses, but also come to unders ta n d how attackers
work and think. For this reason, we will need to create red teaming experime nt s in which we study
both the attacker s and the effects of defenses on the attacker s. In addition, in order to isolate the
effects of decep tio n, we need to create contr ol groups, and experime nts with double blinde d data
collection. While the Sandia studies did this and their results are interesting, they are not adequa te
to draw strong or statistically valid conclusions, particularly in light of the results from
subseq u e n t DARPA studies witho ut these controls.

4. Summary, Conclusions, and Further Work

This article has su mm arize d a great deal of informa tion on the history of honeypots and decoys
for use in defense of comp u te r syste m s. While there is a great deal to know about how deception
has been used in the past, it seems quite clear that there will be far more to know about deception
in the future. The infor ma tio n protection field has an increasingly pressing need for innovations
that change the balance between attack and defense. It is clear from what we already know that
deception technique s have the demon st r a te d ability to increase attacker workloa d and reduce
attacker effectiveness, while decreasing defender effort require d for detection and providing
substa n tial increase s in defen de r unders ta n ding of attacker capabilities and intent.
Modern defensive comp u te r deceptions are in their infancy, but they are moder ately effective,
even in this simplistic state. The necessa ry breakthr ough that will turn these basic deception
techniq u es and technologies into viable long - term defense s is the linkage of social sciences
research with technical develop m e n t. Specifically, we need to measure the effects and known
characteristics of deception s on the syste ms comprise d of people and their infor ma tion
techn ology to create, under sta n d, and exploit the psychological and physiological bases for the
effectiveness of decep tion s. The empirical basis for effective deception in other arenas is simply
not available in the informatio n protection arena today, and in order to attain it, there is a crying
need for extensive experimen ta tio n in this arena.
To a large extent this work has been facilitated by the extensive literature on huma n and animal
deception that has been generate d over a long period of time. In recent years, the experime ntal
evidence has accu m ulate d to the point where there is a certain degree of general agreeme n t in the
part of the scientific commu nity that studies deception, about many of the underlying
mecha nis m s, the character of deception, the issues in deception detection, and the facets that
require further research. These same results and experime ntal technique s need to be applied to
deception for informa tio n protection if we are to become designer s of effective and reliable
deception s.
The most critical work that must be done in order to make progress is the syste m atic study of the
effectiveness of decep tion techniqu e s against combine d systems with people and comput er s. This
goes hand in han d with experime n t s on how to counter deceptions and the theoretical and
practical limits of deception s and deception technologies. In addition, codification of prior rules
of engage me n t, the creation of simulation syste ms and expert syste ms for analysis of deceptions
sequence s, and a wide range of related work would clearly be beneficial as a means to apply the
results of experime n ts once empirical results are available.
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